Abstract: A global checkpoint is a set of local checkpoints, one per process. The traditional consistency criterion for global checkpoints states that a global checkpoint is consistent i it does not include messages received and not sent. This paper investigates other consistency criteria, transitlessness and strong consistency. A global checkpoint is transitless i it does not exhibit messages sent and not received. Transitlessness can be seen as a dual of traditional consistency. Strong consistency is the addition of transitlessness to traditional consistency. The main result of this paper is a statement of the necessary and su cient condition answering the following question: \Given an arbitrary set of local checkpoints, can this set be extended to a global checkpoint that satis es P ?" (where P is traditional consistency, transitlessness or strong consistency). From a practical point of view, this condition, when applied to transitlessness, is particularly interesting as it exactly characterizes which messages do not need to be logged by checkpointing protocols. Coh erence des points de contrôles r epartis R esum e : Un point de contrôle global est un ensemble de points de contrôle locaux, un par processus. Classiquement, un point de contrôle global est coh erent s'il n'inclue pas de message re cu et non emis. Cet article etudie d'autres crit eres de coh erence, a savoir l'absence de messages en transit et la coh erence forte. Le premier crit ere stipule qu'un point de contrôle global ne doit pas contenir de messages emis et non re cus. Il s'agit d'une condition duale de la condition classique. La coh erence forte est la conjonction des deux pr ec edentes. Le r esultat principal de l'article est une condition n ecessaire et su sante qui r esoud le probl eme suivant: \Etant donn e un ensemble de points de contrôle locaux, cet ensemble peut-ilêtre inclus dans un point de contrôle global coh erent?". Du point de vue pratique, cette condition est particuli erement int eressante avec le crit ere absence de messages en transit puisqu'il caract erise exactement les messages qui n'ont pas besoin d'être enregistr es lors de l'ex ecution de protocoles de recouvrement arri ere a partir de points de contrôle.
Introduction
In a distributed system, a local checkpoint is a local state of a process and a global checkpoint is a set of local checkpoints, one from each process. The usual notion of consistency for global checkpoints stipulates that a message sent by a process after its local checkpoint A must not be received by its destination process before its local checkpoint B, for the global checkpoint including A and B to be consistent. A consistent global checkpoint is thus a snapshot of a state of the system that the actual execution passed through or could have passed through. The determination of consistent global checkpoints has many applications such as the detection of (stable or unstable) distributed properties 1, 3, 6, 10] , the determination of distributed breakpoints 5, 12] , and rollback-recovery 4] to name a few. Consequently, the determination of consistent global checkpoints has received wide attention.
Recently, the following problem has been addressed 14, 18] : \Given a set of local checkpoints, can this set be extended to form a consistent global checkpoint?". This simple question is actually at the heart of many checkpointing problems. It has been shown that two local checkpoints being causally unrelated is a necessary but not su cient condition for them to belong to the same consistent global checkpoint. Two local checkpoints can have a type of \hidden" dependence that prevents them from ever belonging to the same consistent global checkpoint. This problem was rst addressed by Netzer and Xu 14] who introduced the notion of a Z-path between local checkpoints to capture both their causal and hidden dependencies. Building on their work, Wang 18 ] studies two canonical consistent global checkpoints to which a set of local checkpoints can belong (the minimum and maximum) and introduces the Rollback-Dependency Trackability (RDT) property which states when all dependencies among local checkpoints are trackable on-line. 2] presents a protocol ensuring that local checkpoints taken during a computation satisfy the RDT property. The interested reader will nd in 18] a set of problems whose solutions greatly bene t from the RDT theory (namely, software error recovery, guaranteed deadlock recovery, global checkpoints with mobile hosts, causal distributed breakpoints and output commit).
A thorough investigation of consistency issues of global checkpoints shows that the usual consistency criterion described above represents only one side of the problem. This paper is devoted to such an investigation and studies two other consistency criteria for global checkpoints. The rst one, called transitlessness, focuses on global checkpoints in which no messages are sent and not received. The second one, called strong consistency, is the addition of usual consistency and transitlessness. De nitions for these consistency criteria are provided and the following question is answered: \Given a set of local checkpoints, can this set be extended to a global checkpoint that satis es the consistency criterion P ?" (where P is traditional consistency, transitlessness, or strong consistency). From a practical point of view, the necessary and su cient condition characterizing transitlessness is particularly interesting as it shows exactly when message logging can be avoided during checkpointing. Some checkpointing protocols are required to save messages that could be in transit with respect to some global checkpoint 13, 17] , and this condition can be used to design protocols that avoid message logging.
In this paper we reason about consistency in terms of a directed graph that represents the execution. Lamport has shown that a computation can be modeled as a graph representing the happen-before relation of potential causality among the computation's states and events 9]. We show how this graph can be transformed to produce what we call the Z -graph, whose paths correspond exactly to Z-paths. It also appears that traditional consistency and transitlessness are duals of each other. Another transformation of the graph exposes this duality and leads to what we call the T -graph, and the paths in the T -graph are called T-paths. T-paths are duals of Z-paths. The T -graph is obtained from Z -graph by exchanging the send and receive events associated with each message. Finally, we de ne the S -graph of an execution to be the union of the corresponding Z -graph and T -graph.
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These three graphs are particular instances of a more general graph de ned over the set of communication events and checkpoints, and the three consistency criterion are particular instances of a generic consistency criterion which we call acceptability. With this approach, a general necessary and su cient condition for a set of local checkpoints to belong to a global checkpoint satisfying acceptability can be formulated in terms of paths of the generic graph 1 . We show that the necessary and su cient conditions for a set of local checkpoints to belong to a global checkpoint satisfying traditional consistency, transitlessness, or strong consistency, are obtained as particular instances of the generic condition.
This paper is composed of seven sections. Section 2 de nes our model of distributed computation and checkpointing. Section 3 provides de nitions for traditional consistency, transitlessness and strong consistency of global checkpoints. Section 4 rst associates a generic graph with a communication and checkpoint pattern, then de nes the acceptability abstract consistency criterion. Then, Section 5 states and proves a necessary and su cient condition for a set of local checkpoints to be extended to an acceptable global checkpoint, and shows how acceptability can be instantiated to get traditional consistency, transitlessness and strong consistency. Section 6 discusses the mathematical structure of acceptable global checkpoints. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Distributed Computations and Checkpoints

Distributed Computations
A distributed computation consists of a nite set P of n processes fP 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P n g that communicate and synchronize only by exchanging messages. We assume that each ordered pair of processes is connected by an asynchronous directed logical channel whose transmission delays are unpredictable but nite. Note that channels are not required to be fifo. Each process runs on a processor; processors do not share memory and there is no bound on their relative execution speeds. A process can execute internal and communication (send 2 and delivery) statements. An internal statement does not involve communication. When P i executes the statement \send(m) to P j " it puts the message m into the channel from P i to P j . When P i executes the statement \deliver(m)", it is blocked until at least one message directed to P i has arrived; then a message is withdrawn from one of its input channels and delivered to P i . Executions of internal, send and delivery statements are modeled by internal, send and deliver events.
Processes of a distributed computation are sequential, in other words, each process P i produces a sequence of events e i;1 : : : e i;s : : : This sequence can be nite or in nite. Every process P i has an initial local state denoted i;0 . The local state i;s (s > 0) results from the execution of the sequence e i;1 : : : e i;s applied to the initial state i;0 . More precisely the event e i;s moves P i from the local state i;s?1 to the local state i;s . By de nition we say that \e i;x belongs to j;s " (denoted e i;x 2 j;s ) if i = j and x s. Let Wang 18] state and prove a necessary and su cient condition for a set of local checkpoints to belong to a consistent global checkpoint. This paper can be seen as an extension of their work to other consistency criteria for global checkpoints.
As internal events are not relevant for our study, we consider in the following the subgraph b H com of b H from which internal events have been suppressed. H com denotes the set of communication events. H is a set of local checkpoints de ned on b H. C i;x represents the x-th local checkpoint of process P i . The local checkpoint C i;x corresponds to some local state i;s with x s. Figure 1 shows an example of checkpoint and communication pattern 3 . We assume that each process P i takes an initial local checkpoint C i;0 (corresponding to i;0 ), and after each event a checkpoint will eventually be taken. Thus, each process always begins, and ends, with a checkpoint. 3 Consistent, Transitless and Strongly Consistent Global Checkpoints
Local and Global Checkpoints
Consistent Global Checkpoints
Informally, a consistent global checkpoint is a global checkpoint that the execution either passed through or had the potential of passing through due to variations in message transfer delays and process speeds 3]. A consistent global checkpoint cannot exhibit messages received (from their receiver's point of view) but not yet sent (from their sender's point of view). Note that a consistent global checkpoint can exhibit messages sent but not received. We introduce the notion of an orphan message to formally de ne consistency.
A message m sent by a process P i to a process P j is called orphan with respect to the ordered pair of local checkpoints (C i;x ,C j;y ) i the delivery of m belongs to C j;y (deliver(m) 2 C j;y ) while its sending 3 This gure uses the usual space-time diagram. Local checkpoints are indicated by black rectangular boxes; the other local states are not explicitly indicated.
PI n 1106 event does not belong to C i;x (send(m) 6 2 C i;x ). An ordered pair of local checkpoints is consistent if and only if there are no orphan messages with respect to this pair. For example, Figure 1 shows the pair (C k;1 ,C j;1 ) is consistent, while the pair (C i;2 ,C j;2 ) is inconsistent (because of the orphan message m 5 ).
De nition 3.1 A global checkpoint is consistent i all its pairs of local checkpoints are consistent.
In Figure 1 , the global checkpoint (C k;1 ; C j;1 ; C i;2 ) is not consistent because of the orphan message m 2 , while the global checkpoint (C k;1 ; C j;1 ; C i;1 ) is consistent.
Transitless Global Checkpoints
Informally, a transitless global checkpoint does not exhibit messages as being sent but not yet received. The transitlessness criterion is a dual to the traditional notion of consistency. However, it may present messages received but not yet sent, depending on whether the transitless global checkpoint happens to be consistent. Determining the exact conditions under which transitless global checkpoints can exist is important. Such a condition would show precisely the context in which message logging can be avoided. (Actually, let us note that the logging of messages ensures a \virtual transitlessness": as soon as a message is logged, it can be viewed as no longer preventing transitlessness as it can be retrieved from the log if it must be restored). To our knowledge, such a condition has never been stated before.
More formally, a message m is in-transit with respect to an ordered pair of local checkpoints (C i;x ; C j;y ) if send(m) 2 C i;x and deliver(m) 6 2 C j;y (i.e., send(m) occurs before C i;x and deliver(m) occurs after C j;y ). The ordered pair of checkpoints (C i;x ; C j;y ) is transitless i it has no in-transit messages.
De nition 3.2 A global checkpoint is transitless i all its pairs of local checkpoints are transitless.
For example, in Figure 1 , the global checkpoints (C k;0 ; C j;1 ; C i;2 ) and (C k;2 ; C j;3 ; C i;2 ) are transitless (but not consistent). (C k;0 ; C j;1 ; C i;1 ) is both transitless and consistent. Due to the in-transit message m 1 the consistent global checkpoint (C k;0 ; C j;0 ; C i;1 ) is not transitless. Finally the global checkpoint (C k;1 ; C j;1 ; C i;2 ) is neither transitless (m 3 is in-transit) nor consistent (m 2 is orphan).
Strongly Consistent Global Checkpoints
A strongly consistent global checkpoint is a global checkpoint that is both transitless and consistent 4 In the running example, the global checkpoint (C k;3 ; C j;2 ; C i;3 ) is strongly consistent.
A Generic Approach
This section presents a unique framework able to express the previous consistency criteria (traditional consistency, transitlessness and strong consistency). Section 4.1 associates a generic graph with any communication and checkpoint pattern, and de nes an abstract consistency criterion for global checkpoints called acceptability. Then, Section 4.2 shows how this generic graph must be instantiated to
A Generic Graph
A directed graph G = (V; E) is associated with a CCP ( b H com ; C b H ) in the following way.
The set V of its vertices is composed of the set of communication events H com and the set of local checkpoints C b H .
The set E of edges is the following. An edge is either a local edge (denoted l-edge) or a communication edge (denoted c-edge).
{ l-edges:
-If e 1 and e 2 are two consecutive communication events of a same process P i , then both (e 1 ; e 2 ) 2 E and (e 2 ; e 1 ) 2 E.
-If C is a a checkpoint of P i and e is the rst communication event of P i that follows C, then (C; e) 2 E.
-If C is a a checkpoint of P i and e is the last communication event of P i that precedes C, then (e; C) 2 E.
-If C 1 and C 2 are two consecutive local checkpoints of a process P i (with C 1 being the rst) and there is no communication event between them, then (C 1 ; C 2 ) 2 E.
{ c-edges:
A c-edge (e 1 ; e 2 ) is such that e 1 and e 2 are two communication events that belong to di erent processes and concern the same message. We show below that di erent de nitions of c-edges correspond to di erent message properties (orphan or in-transit) and lead to di erent instantiations of this generic graph.
Notation.
A path in the graph G from a vertex x to a vertex y is denoted x ! y. Let and 0 be two sets of vertices. Then, ! 0 means that 9x 2 and 9x 0 2 0 such that x ! x 0 . If = fxg (resp. 0 = fx 0 g) then we will use the notation x ! 0 (resp. ! x 0 ) instead of fxg ! 0 (resp. ! fx 0 g).
Consider a communication event e issued by a process P i . e:prec (resp. e:succ) denotes the last (resp. rst) checkpoint of P i that precedes e (resp. follows e).
Acceptability. De nition 4.1 Let (C i ; C j ) be an ordered pair of checkpoints, C i belonging to P i and C j belonging to P j , with i 6 = j. The ordered pair (C i ; C j ) is acceptable i there is no c-edge (e 1 ; e 2 ) with e 1 issued by P i , e 2 isuued by P j , C i ! e 1 and e 2 ! C j .
De nition 4.2 Let = fC 1 ; ; C n g be a global checkpoint. is acceptable i all ordered pairs (C i ; C j ) are acceptable.
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Instantiations
This section presents three instantiations of the graph G, namely Z (G), T (G) and S (G), on which the generic necessary and su cient conditions, stated and proved in Section 5, will be instantiated to obtain necessary and su cient conditions related to consistency, transitlessness and strong consistency, respectively, as summarized in Table 1 . Let P i and P j be the processes that issued the events e 1 and e 2 , respectively. Moreover, let C i be a checkpoint of P i taken before e 1 and C j a checkpoint of P j taken after e 2 . The previous c-edge means that the message m is orphan with respect to the ordered pair (C i ; C j ). So, when we consider the instantiated graph Z (G), acceptable means consistent. Figure 2 shows the Z (G) graph associated with the CCP depicted Figure 1 . For example, message m 7 is orphan with respect to (C k;2 ; C i;3 ) (there is a path from C k;2 to C i;3 ).
Transitlessness. The instantiation T (G) of the graph G is obtained in the following way:
((e 1 ; e 2 ) is a c-edge , (e 1 = deliver(m)^e 2 = send(m)) Let P i and P j be the processes that issued the events e 1 and e 2 , respectively. Moreover, let C i be a checkpoint of P i taken before e 1 and C j a checkpoint of P j taken after e 2 . The previous c-edge means that the message m is in-transit with respect to the ordered pair (C i ; C j ). So, when we consider the instantiated graph T (G), acceptable means transitless. Figure 3 shows the T (G) graph associated with the CCP depicted Figure 1 . For example, message m 3 is in-transit with respect to (C j;1 ; C k;1 ) (there is a path from C j;1 to C k;1 ). Communication events Checkpoints 
Necessary and Su cient Conditions
Conditions for Acceptability
This section addresses the generic problem: Given a set M of one or more local checkpoints, is it possible to extend M to a global checkpoint that is acceptable? A necessary and su cient condition is stated and proved.
Lemma 5.1 A global checkpoint is acceptable if and only if :( ! ).
Proof For each process P i , let (i) denote the local checkpoint of taken by P i . We will say that an event e of P i is before (resp. after) if e ! (i) (resp. (i) ! e). Note that any event is necessarily before or after .
Necessity. is acceptable ) :( ! ). We prove that ( ! ) ) ( is not acceptable). An internal path is a path that is formed of only local edges. If ( ! ), it means that there exist i and j such that (i) ! (j). Thus, there exists a path starting with an event e of P i after and ending with an event e 0 of P j before . Let e 00 denote the last event of this path being after (occurring on P k ) and e 000 denote the event following e 00 on the path, as depicted on Figure 5 . Since e is after and e 0 is before , e 00 and e 000 necessarily exists (maybe, e = e 00 or e 000 = e 0 or both). Since e 00 is after and e 000 is before , there is no internal path from e 00 to e 000 and thus e 000 may not occur on P k . Thus, (e 00 ; e 000 ) is a c-edge with (k) ! e 00 and e 000 ! (l). This shows that the ordered pair of local checkpoints ( (k); (l)) is not acceptable and, consequently, the global checkpoint is not acceptable. Su ciency. :( ! ) ) ( is acceptable). We show that ( is not acceptable) ) ( ! ). If is not acceptable, then there exist i and j such that the ordered pair of local checkpoints ( (i); (j)) is not acceptable. Consequently, there exists a c-edge (e; e 0 ) where e is an event of P i , e 0 is an event of P j , (i) ! e and e 0 ! (j). Thus, by transitivity, (i) ! (j) from which ! . 
Note that (i) is always de ned: if P i has no event e such that e ! M, then (i) = C i;0 (the initial checkpoint on P i ). Otherwise, let e be the last event of P i such that e ! M. Then (i) = e:succ. Note that in the extreme case, (i) is the last checkpoint of P i , beyond which no events exist.
By construction M . Now, we prove that :( ! ). Let (i) and (j) (i 6 = j) be two local checkpoints of . Four cases have to be considered: suppose that (i) ! (j). It means that there exists a path starting with an event e of P i and ending with an event e 0 of P j , with (i) ! e and e 0 ! (j) ( Figure 6 ). Let C j = e 0 :prec (C j exists since (j) is not P j 's initial checkpoint). Since C j is taken before (j), by construction (due to point ii)), there exists k such that (k) 2 M and C j ! (k). Consequently, there exists a path starting with event e 00 of P j and ending with event e 000 of P k with C j ! e 00 and e 000 ! (k). Since C j ! e 00 and C j = e 0 :prec there is no checkpoint between the two events e 0 and e 00 and thus there is an internal path from e 0 to e 00 (whether e 0 occurs before or after e 00 ). Summarizing, we have: (i) ! e and e ! e 0 and e 0 ! e 00 and e 00 ! e 000 and e 000 ! (k), from which we have (i) ! (k) with (i) 2 M and (k) 2 M, contradicting the assumption. 4. (i) 6 2 M and (j) 6 2 M. Suppose that (i) ! (j). The situation is the same than the one depicted Figure 6 , except that (i) 6 In the context of distributed debugging, this theorem is used by one of the authors 15] to show when a determistic replay from a global checkpoint is possible without logging any messages during the original execution.
Necessary and Su cient Conditions for Strongly Consistent Checkpoints
To obtain analogous results for strong consistency, we instantiate ! as S MIN( 1 ; 2 ) is analogous). Let MAX( 1 ; 2 ) = (C 1 ; C 2 ; ; C n ). We show that any pair C i ; C j is acceptable. We suppose that C i (resp. C j ) is produced by P i (resp. P j ).
If both C i and C j belong to 1 (or both belong to 2 ), then as 1 (resp. 2 ) is acceptable, the ordered pair (C i ; C j ) is acceptable. Suppose now that C i belongs to 1 (i.e., C i = C 1 i ) and C j belongs to 2 (i.e., C j = C 2 j ).
As C i = C 1 i = max(C 1 i ; C 2 i ), we have C 2 i = C 1 i or C 2 Consider a set M of local checkpoints that can be extended to an acceptable global checkpoint, i.e., :(M ! M) ( As far as L cons (M) is concerned, 18] describes several algorithms to compute the maximum and the minimum global checkpoints. In the same context, 11] describes an algorithm that computes all consistent global checkpoints including M. The previous theorem shows that these algorithms can be extended to transitless global checkpoints and to strongly consistent global checkpoints.
Conclusion
A global checkpoint is a set of local checkpoints, one from each process. The traditional consistency criterion for global checkpoints states that a global checkpoint is consistent i it does not include messages received but not sent. This paper has investigated other consistency criteria, namely transitlessness and strong consistency. A global checkpoint is transitless i it does not exhibit messages sent but not received. While
